6th Grade Supply List
Bellevue Middle School ~ 2015-2016
Supplies
#2 pencils (If mechanical pencils -extra lead
needed)
Student Agenda (purchased at school for
$3)
Literacy Vocabulary Program (purchased
through the literacy teacher)
Wide-ruled notebook paper (refill as
needed)
Colored pencils

Explanation
Students will need a pencil daily. They should have a
pencil on them at all times and should keep extras in
their locker.
Students will need to bring $3 (check or cash) to
their homeroom teacher to purchase the agenda.
Students will be using these daily in class to keep up
with homework!
Your literacy teacher will send notification at a later
date.
Students always need paper! Teachers would love to
have paper donated to the classroom.
Homeroom teachers will collect these.

Markers

Homeroom teachers will collect these.

Yellow highlighter

Students should keep this in their pencil pouch for
personal use.
Students should keep this in their pencil pouch for
personal use.
Student should have one to keep necessary items.

Hand-held pencil sharpener
Pencil pouch
(5) 1-subject spiral wide-ruled notebooks (5
different colors)

Science: Green
Social Studies: Blue
RTI : any color

Red and blue ink pens

Students should keep one of each in their pencil
pouch for personal use. Extras can be collected by
homeroom teacher or kept in their lockers.
Homeroom teachers will collect these.

Post-it notes
5 Composition books (marble cover)
(8) 3-prong folders with pockets (of
different colors)
Flash/jump drive (optional for students who
do not have Internet access)

Math: Red
Literacy: Yellow

3 composition books go to literacy.
2 composition books go to Science Teacher
Science: Green
Math: Red
Social Studies: Blue
Literacy: 4 any color
Students who purchase one should keep these in
their pencil pouch for personal use.

Scissors

Students should keep one pair in their pencil pouch)

4 Glue sticks

Homeroom teacher will collect glue.

3 packages of Expo dry-erase markers

*One pack goes to homeroom teacher.
*One pack goes to Math teacher.
*One pack stays with student (pencil pouch/locker)
*Student in class projects

Pair of ear buds for computer use
2” Binder (any color)

Binder will be used for Math class.

TEACHERS’ WISH LIST

If you choose to purchase these optional classroom supplies, they will be turned in to the homeroom
teacher for storage to be used throughout the school year.

* 1 box of sandwich zip lock bags * 1 box of gallon zip lock bags
* 3 boxes of Kleenex
* 2 rolls of paper towels
* Hand sanitizer
* A ream of white copy paper
* Electric pencil sharpener (each teacher would like one)

* 3 x 5 index cards
* 2 boxes of Clorox wipes
* Tennis balls

